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Abstract: Calculating heat transfer in building components is an important and nontrivial task. Thus,
in this work, we extensively examined 13 numerical methods to solve the linear heat conduction
equation in building walls. Eight of the used methods are recently invented explicit algorithms
which are unconditionally stable. First, we performed verification tests in a 2D case by comparing
them to analytical solutions, using equidistant and non-equidistant grids. Then we tested them on
real-life applications in the case of one-layer (brick) and two-layer (brick and insulator) walls to
determine how the errors depend on the real properties of the materials, the mesh type, and the time
step size. We applied space-dependent boundary conditions on the brick side and time-dependent
boundary conditions on the insulation side. The results show that the best algorithm is usually the
original odd-even hopscotch method for uniform cases and the leapfrog-hopscotch algorithm for
non-uniform cases.

Keywords: heat conduction; thermal insulation; explicit time-integration; unconditionally stable
numerical methods

1. Introduction

Energy efficiency in the built environment can make great contributions to a sus-
tainable economy. Building sectors can potentially make significant reductions in energy
consumption and thus in greenhouse gas emissions compared with other sectors. Heat
transfer calculations in buildings are often performed for different applications such as heat
loss and heat gain through the exterior envelope (heat conduction), interior environmental
analyses, and material or building element-related problems [1].

Conduction heat transfer problems relevant to buildings include exterior wall conduc-
tion, interior mass conduction, conversion from heat gain/loss to cooling and heating load,
and ground heat loss from the slab-on-grade floor and basement walls. The wall conduction
transient heat transfer responds to climatic effects, such as temperature fluctuation, solar
radiation, air convection, and so on. One of the most effective ways to improve the building
energy efficiency and consumption is to improve the thermal insulation of the building
envelope and reduce the heat loss through walls [2].

Heat conduction through solid materials is described by a partial differential equation
(PDE), the so-called heat conduction equation or simply heat-equation, which is analo-
gous to the diffusion equation. Analytical solutions, even new ones [3], exist for spatially
homogeneous systems and most numerical methods are developed and tested by mathe-
maticians also for these simple systems. Moreover, some analytical solutions are available
for one-dimensional multilayer problems as well, for both steady-state and transient condi-
tions. These solutions are frequently used for heat gain and loss calculations for exterior
envelopes and heat storage in interior structures [1]. However, most of the building heat
conduction problems are multi-dimensional and transient, while the material properties
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such as the density and heat conductivity can widely vary in the system [4] (p. 15). Thus,
numerical computer simulation cannot be avoided.

There are lots of numerical methods to solve the heat conduction equation, such
as several finite difference schemes (FDM) [5–7], finite element methods (FEM) [8], or
a combination of these [9]. However, they can be computationally demanding since
they require the full spatial discretization of the examined system. If the eigenvalues of
the problem have a range of several orders of magnitude due to differences in material
properties, then the problem is rather stiff and the so-called Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) limit can be very small. This means that almost all explicit finite difference methods
are unstable when the time step size is larger than this small threshold. This problem will
also be demonstrated in the current paper. On the other hand, implicit methods work with
the whole system matrix, thus they can be extremely slow with huge memory usage when
the number of cells is large. Still, these methods are typically used for solving these kinds
of equations, see for example [10–16].

One can observe that the trend toward increasing parallelism in high-performance
computing is reinforced, since unfortunately the CPU clock frequencies nowadays increase
much slower than a few decades ago [17,18]. That is one of the reasons why we believe
that the importance of easily parallelizable explicit and unconditionally stable methods
is going to increase, even if currently not too many scholars work with them (see [19–26]
for examples).

During the last few years, our research group developed several explicit uncondi-
tionally stable methods to calculate heat conduction in arbitrary space dimensions [27–36].
Unconditional stability here means that the temperature remains finite (i.e., errors are not
amplified without bounds) for arbitrary time step size. These new methods either belong
to the family of FDMs or are similar to them. In those of our original papers, we tested
the algorithms under general circumstances using discontinuous random parameters and
initial conditions, and we have shown that they can provide quite accurate results, and
they are much faster than the professionally optimized MATLAB ‘ode’ routines. In this
paper, we perform systematic tests in the building walls by varying some parameters of the
system and the mesh to examine how the performance of the individual methods changes
and which of them is the best choice under different circumstances. We note that no com-
parative study has been conducted until now even about the four known explicit and stable
methods examined in this paper, namely the UPFD, odd-even hopscotch, Dufort-Frankel,
and rational Runge-Kutta methods (for the definitions, see the next section).

The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we present the studied system
with the equations, then briefly restate the algorithms, first for the simplest case (one
dimensional, equidistant mesh), then for a general, arbitrary mesh as well. In Section 3,
the results of the numerical tests are presented. First, in Section 3.1, we verify our code
in a 2D case by comparing the results to analytical solutions using one equidistant and
some non-equidistant grids. In Section 3.2, we include the insulator, while in Section 3.3
we apply more sophisticated boundary conditions. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize our
conclusions, e.g., the advantages and the disadvantages of the applied methods, and then
disclose our future research plans.

2. The Studied Problem and the Methods
2.1. The Equation and Its Discretization and the Materials

The simplest form of the heat equation which describes the phenomenon of conduction
of heat in the case of homogeneous media (typically considered by mathematicians) is the
linear parabolic PDE:

∂u
∂t

= α∇2u. (1)

In more realistic circumstances, we can use a more general form:

cρ
∂u
∂t

= ∇(k∇u), (2)
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where k = k
(→

r , t
)

, c = c
(→

r , t
)

and ρ = ρ
(→

r , t
)

are the heat conductivity, specific heat,
and mass density, respectively, while α = k/(cρ) is the thermal diffusivity. In the present
work, we take real material properties as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The properties of the materials used.

ρ (kg·m−3) k(W·m−1·K−1) c(J·kg−1·K−1)

Brick 1600 0.73 800
Glass wool 200 0.03 800

As one can see in Figure 1, we considered a one-layer wall consisting of brick only and
two-layer walls consisting of brick and glass wool insulator.
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In case of Equation (1) in one dimension, we apply the most standard central differ-
ence formula

∂2

∂x2 u(xi) ≈
u(xi+1)−u(xi)

∆x +
u(xi−1)−u(xi)

∆x
∆x

=
ui−1 − 2ui + ui+1

∆x2 ,

which is second order in ∆x. Let us now present the discretization of Equation (2) based on
the usual discretization of Equation (1). One can find more details about this procedure
in Chapter 5 of book [37] for the case of underground reservoirs. Let us suppose that α, k,
c, and ρ, the quantities describing the properties of materials, are functions of the space
(and time) variables instead of being constants. Examine a one-dimensional, equidistant
grid and discretize the second-order space derivatives by the standard central difference
formula, where k is a function of x and cannot be simply merged with c and ρ. Thus,
we have

c(xi)ρ(xi)
∂u
∂t

∣∣∣∣
xi

=
1

∆x

[
k
(

xi +
∆x
2

)
u(xi + ∆x)− u(xi)

∆x
+ k
(

xi −
∆x
2

)
u(xi − ∆x)− u(xi)

∆x

]
.
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We change now from node to cell variables, thus ui, ρi, and ci will be the (average)
temperature, density, and specific heat of cell i, respectively, while ki,i+1 will be the heat
conductivity between cell i and its (right) neighbor. The previous equation will have
the form

dui
dt

=
1

ciρi∆x

(
ki,i+1

ui+1 − ui
∆x

+ ki−1,i
ui−1 − ui

∆x

)
.

We turn to a non-equidistant grid with non-uniform cross section, which is still one-
dimensional. If the length and the (average) cross section of the cell is denoted by ∆xi
and Ai, we can write the distance between the center of the cell i and its neighbor j as
dij =

(
∆xi + ∆xj

)
/2. The area of the interface between the two neighboring cells can be

approximated as Ai,i±1 ≈ Ai ≈ Ai±1. Now one can write, more generally than in the
previous equation, that

dui
dt

=
1

ciρi∆xi Ai

(
Ai,i+1ki,i+1

ui+1 − ui
di,i+1

+ Ai,i−1ki,i−1
ui−1 − ui

di,i−1

)
.

The volume and the heat capacity of the cell can be calculated as Vi = Ai∆xi and
Ci = ciρiVi, respectively, while the thermal resistance between these neighboring cells can
be estimated as Rij ≈ dij/kij Aij. If one uses these new quantities, the following expression
for the time derivative of each cell-variable is obtained:

dui
dt

=
ui−1 − ui
Ri−1,iCi

+
ui+1 − ui
Ri+1,iCi

.

This can be straightforwardly generalized further, thus the spatially discretized form
of Equation (2) with an arbitrary number of neighbors can be written as follows:

dui
dt

= ∑
j 6=i

uj − ui

Ri,jCi
. (3)

This system of an ordinary differential equation can be used in the case of arbitrary
(e.g., unstructured) grids consisting of cells of various shapes and properties. Of course,
this kind of discretization can modify the spatial accuracy, but we will see during the
verification that the error due to this space discretization is still small.

2.2. Mesh Construction

We considered a piece of wall with volume 1 m × 1 m × 1 m. However, no physical
quantities are changing in the y-direction (perpendicular to the surface of Figures 1 and 2),
thus that dimension is irrelevant. It means we deal only with a cross-section, which is a two-
dimensional problem from the mathematical point of view and thus we can use ∆yi = 1.
So, we constructed several meshes of size 1 m2, which means (x, z) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1]. The
shape of the cells is square in the equidistant mesh and rectangular in the non-equidistant
meshes. The heat capacity of the cells can be given as Ci = ciρi∆xi∆zi, while the thermal
resistance in the x-direction has the approximate formula Rxi ≈ ∆xi

ki Axi
, where Axi is the

surface element perpendicular to x. Since now it can be given as Axi = ∆yi∆zi = ∆zi, the
horizontal and vertical resistances can be given in case of a homogeneous material and
uniform mesh as

Rxi ≈
∆xi

ki∆zi
and Rzi ≈

∆zi
ki∆xi

,

respectively. If the material properties or the sizes of the two neighboring cells are different,
we can write for the resistance between cells i and i + 1 that

Rxi ≈
∆xi

2ki∆zi
+

∆xi+1

2ki+1∆zi+1
,
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and if the cell j is below the cell i, we have

Rzi ≈
∆xi

2ki∆zi
+

∆xj

2k j∆zj

for the vertical resistance.
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We apply an equidistant grid and some non-equidistant grids to discretize the space
variables in both the one layer and the multilayer cases. The cell number along axis x is
set to Nx = 100. Similarly, the cell number along axis z is Nz = 100, except in Section 3.3
where Nx = Nz = 80. Thus, we have a grid with a total cell number N = Nx Nz = 10,000
(and N = 6400 in Section 3.3). We have to note that the temperature in the middle of the
cell was considered the temperature of the cell. However, we are going to use Dirichlet
boundary conditions to reproduce an analytical solution, therefore the boundary of the
system should be in the middle of the cells belonging to the boundary. This issue is solved
by increasing the size of the cells, so in the case of an equidistant grid and Nx = Nz = 100,
we have ∆x = ∆z = 0.0101 instead of just 0.01.

We also wanted to consider wide cells on the left side of the wall and small ones on
the right side of the wall. We implemented this in two different ways. In case of abrupt
change, we used an equidistant coarse mesh ∆x = 0.0105 at the left 50% of the cells, and an
equidistant fine mesh ∆x = 0.0097 at the right side.

For a gradual change, the width of the cells were decreased as a geometric series as
follows. For r 6= 1, the sum of the first n + 1 terms of a geometric series, up to and including
the rn term, is

a + ar + ar2 + ar3 + . . . . . . + arn =
n

∑
k=0

ark = a
(

1− rn+1

1− r

)
We used r = 0.98, n = Nx − 1, and a = 0.0234. This means that on the left side

∆x1 = 0.0234 and it is gradually decreased to ∆xNx = 0.9899 · ∆x1 = 0.00317. The same
abrupt and gradual change can be implemented in the z-direction.

In the multilayer case, the left 50% of the cells were always brick and the right 50%
were insulator. It implies that, if the mesh is equidistant, the volume of the brick and the
insulator is the same as in Figure 1C. However, if we have abrupt or gradual change in the
x-direction, the thickness of the insulator is smaller, similar to the case in Figure 1B.
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We always use equidistant temporal discretization with time step size ∆t, and un
i

denotes the temperature of cell i at time moment n∆t.

2.3. The Initial and the Boundary Conditions

We applied different initial and boundary conditions for both the one layer and the
multilayer cases as follows:

I. Sinusoidal initial condition with zero Dirichlet boundary condition.

The initial condition is the product of two sine functions:

u(x, z, t = 0) = sin(πx) sin(πz). (4)

The simplest zero Dirichlet boundary conditions are used:

u(x = 0, z, t) = u(x = 1, z, t) = u(x, z = 0, t) = u(x, z = 1, t) = 0. (5)

Anyone can easily check that the analytical solution to this problem is

u(x, z, t) = sin(πx) sin(πy)e−2π2t, (6)

valid only in homogeneous material, i.e., in a one-layer wall.

II. Linear initial condition with combined boundary conditions.

The initial condition is a linear function of the z variable:

u(x, z, t = 0) = 30− 15z.

Neumann boundary condition at the top and bottom of the wall, meaning thermal
isolation:

uz(x, z = 0, t) = uz(x, z = 1, t) = 0.

Space-dependent temperature at the left boundary:

u(x = 0, z, t) = 30− 15z.

Time-dependent temperature at the right boundary:

u(x = 1, z, t) = u(x = 1, z = 0, t = 0) · eλt,

where λ = 0.00004. Since the final time was 10,000, it means that the temperature at the
right boundary is gradually increased from 30 ◦C to 44.75 ◦C.

We note that in case II we chose such complicated boundary conditions to demonstrate
that the methods perform well even in these cases.

2.4. The Applied Numerical Methods

In this section, we give essential information about the algorithms. We first present
their formula for the simplest case (one dimensional, equidistant mesh, Equation (1)),
then immediately for a general, arbitrary mesh as well. The simplest form is useful for
comparison purposes, since numerical schemes are given in this form in most textbooks on
numerical methods. The more general forms are necessary because we use only them in
this work.

We introduce the usual mesh-ratio r = α∆t
∆x2 for the 1D equidistant mesh, e.g., for

Equation (1). On the other hand, for the case of the general mesh, we introduce the
following notations

ri = ∆t∑
j 6=i

1
CiRij

and Ai = ∆t∑
j 6=i

un
j

CiRij
. (7)
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The first quantity is the generalization of r (defined above), while the second one
reflects the state and the effect of the neighbors of cell i as well.

1. The constant neighbor (CNe) method [28,38] for Equation (1) is:

un+1
i = un

i · e−2r +
un

i−1 + un
i+1

2

(
1− e−2r

)
While for general grids it is:

un+1
i = un

i · e−ri +
Ai
ri

(
1− e−ri

)
To proceed, let us recall that the following general time discretization

un+1
i − un

i
∆t

=
α

∆x2

[
θ
(
un

i−1 − 2un
i + un

i+1
)
+ (1− θ)

(
un+1

i−1 − 2un+1
i + un+1

i+1

)]
,

implies the so-called theta method:

un+1
i = un

i + r
[
θ
(
un

i−1 − 2un
i + un

i+1
)
+ (1− θ)

(
un+1

i−1 − 2un+1
i + un+1

i+1

)]
, (8)

where θ ∈ [0, 1]. For θ = 0, 1
2 , and 1 one has the (standard) implicit Euler, the Crank–

Nicolson, and the explicit Euler (FTCS) schemes, respectively [39]. If θ < 1, the theta
method is implicit. It can be modified to be explicit by taking the neighbors into account at
the old time level, where their values are already calculated. Thus, one can insert un

i±1 into
the theta-scheme (8) instead of un+1

i±1 to obtain

un+1
i = un

i − 2rθun
i − 2r(1− θ)un+1

i + r
(
un

i−1 + un
i+1
)
.

With this modification, the final formula is completely explicit:

un+1
i =

(1− 2rθ)un
i + r

(
un+1

i−1 + un+1
i+1

)
1 + 2r(1− θ)

. (9)

2. The UPFD method is the theta-method (9) for θ = 0. In the case of Equation (1), it
reads as follows:

un+1
i =

un
i + r

(
un

i−1 + un
i+1
)

1 + 2r
, (10)

and the general form for Equation (2) or (3) is:

un+1
i =

un
i + Ai

1 + 2ri
. (11)

3. If we would like to apply an odd-even hopscotch method, we need a bipartite grid,
where all the nearest neighbors of the odd cells are even and vice versa. In the original
odd-even hopscotch (OOEH) method [40], the standard explicit Euler formula was
applied in the first stage and the implicit Euler formula was applied in the second
stage, as is shown in Figure 3. The special and the general formulas are the following:

Explicit Euler : un+1
i = (1− 2r)un

i + r
(
un

i−1 + un
i+1
)

and un+1
i = (1− ri)un

i + Ai.

Implicit Euler : un+1
i =

un
i + r

(
un+1

i−1 + un+1
i+1

)
1 + 2r

and un+1
i =

un
i + Anew

i
1 + ri

,
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where Anew
i is calculated in the same way as Ai in (7), but using the new values of the

temperatures, which make the implicit formula effectively explicit.
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As we will see, this is a powerful explicit method, but in stiff cases, its error can be
extremely large [32].

4. The reversed odd-even hopscotch method (ROEH) applies the formulas of the OOEH
method in the opposite order. However, since the new values of the neighbors are not
known when first-stage calculations begin, the implicit formula can be applied only
with a trick, which is that of the UPFD method, see Formulas (10) and (11). Obtaining
the code of this method is easy, since one only needs to change the order of the two
formulas in the code of the original OOEH. We showed that this method produces
much smaller errors in the case of very stiff systems than the OOEH method [32].

5. The next method is the two-stage linear-neighbor (LNe or LNe2) method [38]. It is

based on the CNe method, which is used as a predictor to calculate new upred
i values

valid at the end of the actual time step. Using them we can calculate slopes.

si =
r

∆t2

(
upred

i−1 + upred
i+1 − un

i−1 − un
i+1

)
and then the corrector values for the two-stage LNe method:

un+1
i = un

i e−2r +
un

i−1 + un
i+1

2

(
1− e−2r

)
+ si

∆t2

2r

(
1− 1− e−2r

2r

)
.
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For the general case,

Anew
i = ∆t∑

j 6=i

upred
j

CiRij
, (12)

with which we can make the corrector step as follows:

un+1
i = un

i e−ri +

(
Ai −

Anew
i − Ai

ri

)
1− e−ri

ri
+

Anew
i − Ai

ri
. (13)

6. The values given in Equation (13) can be used to recalculate Anew
i again, which makes

sense to repeat (13) to obtain new results. In this case, we have three stages altogether,
thus the method is called the LNe3 method [38]. This algorithm is still second order,
but more accurate than LNe2.

7. The CpC algorithm [35] generally starts with a fractional time step with length p∆t,
but here we take p = 1

2 , because this version usually has better accuracy than for other
values of p. So, in the first stage, we calculate new predictor values of the variables
with the CNe formula, but with a ∆t1 = ∆t/2 time step:

upred
i = un

i · e−r +
un

i−1 + un
i+1

2
(
1− e−r) and upred

i = un
i e−ri/2 +

Ai
ri

(
1− e−ri/2

)
.

In the second stage, we can use (12) with ∆t1 and take a full-time step size corrector
step using the CNe formula again. Thus, the final values at the end of the time step are

un+1
i = un

i · e−2r +
upred

i−1 + upred
i+1

2

(
1− e−2r

)
and un+1

i = un
i · e−ri +

Anew
i
ri

(
1− e−ri

)
8. Heun’s method, also called explicit trapezoidal rule, may be the most common second-

order RK scheme [41]. It starts with an explicit Euler stage as a predictor:

upred
i = (1− 2r)un

i + r
(
un

i−1 + un
i+1
)

and upred
i = (1− ri)un

i + Ai,

then, using the average of the obtained and the old values a corrector-step follows:

un+1
i = un

i − r
(

un
i + upred

i

)
+ r

un
i−1 + upred

i−1 + un
i+1 + upred

i+1
2

and

un+1
i = un

i − ri
un

i + upred
i

2
+

Ai + Anew
i

2
.

9. In the case of the pseudo-implicit (PI) method, we took Algorithm 5 from [36] in
the case of the pure heat equation with parameter setting λ = 1, which gives the
following two-stage algorithm for the special case:

Stage 1 : upred
i =

un
i +

r
2
(
un

i−1 + un
i+1
)

1 + r

Stage 2 : un+1
i =

(1− r)un
i + r

(
upred

i−1 + upred
i+1

)
1 + r

For a general grid, we have

Stage 1 : upred
i =

un
i + Ai

1 + ri
, where Ai =

∆t
2 ∑

j 6=i

un
j

CiRij
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Stage 2 : un+1
i =

(1− ri)un
i + Anew

i
1 + ri

, where Anew
i = ∆t∑

j 6=i

upred
j

CiRij
.

10. The Dufort–Frankel (DF) algorithm can be obtained from the so-called leapfrog explicit
scheme by a modification [42] (p. 313). It is a known explicit unconditionally stable
scheme that has the formula in the special and general case:

un+1
i =

(1− 2r)un−1
i + 2r

(
un

i−1 + un
i+1
)

1 + 2r
and un+1

i =
(1− ri)un−1

i + 2Ai

1 + ri
.

As one can see, it is a one-stage but two-step method (the formula contains un−1
i ),

which is not self-starter, so another method must be applied to start the method by the
calculation u1

i . For this purpose, we apply the UPFD formula twice (with halved time
step size).

11. Rational Runge-Kutta methods are a family of nonlinear methods, which means that
the new un+1

i values are not the linear combinations of the old un
i values. We chose a

two-stage version [43] defined as follows. The first stage is a full step by the explicit
Euler (FTCS) to obtain the predicted value:

g1
i = r

(
un

i−1 − 2un
i + un

i+1
)

and g1
i = −run

i + Ai

upred
i = un

i + g1
i

Then, the increment of a repeated Euler-step is calculated, using the predictor values
obtained above:

g2
i = r

(
upred

i−1 − 2upred
i + upred

i+1

)
and g2

i = −riu
pred
i + Anew

i

If we introduce the scalar products, which are common for the cells, they need to be
calculated only once in a time step, thus we can write

p1 =

(
→
g

1
,
→
g

1
)
=

N

∑
i=1

g1
i g1

i , p12 =

(
→
g

1
,
→
g

2
)
=

N

∑
i=1

g1
i g2

i , p2 =

(
→
g

2
,
→
g

2
)
=

N

∑
i=1

g2
i g2

i ,

we then obtain the final expression for the new variables:

un+1
i = un

i +
2p1g1

i − 2p12g1
i + p1g2

i
4p1 − 4p12 + p2

.

12. In the shifted-hopscotch (SH) method [33], we have a repeating block consisting of
five stages, which corresponds to two half and three full-time steps, which altogether
span two time steps for odd as well as even cells, as one can see in Figure 4A. The
calculation starts with a half-sized time step for the odd cells which is symbolized
by a light blue box with the number 1 in the figure. Then, a full-time step for the
even, the odd, and the even cells follows again. Finally, a half-size time step for the
odd cells closes the calculation of the values. In our original work [33] we used the θ
Formula (9)

uµ+1
i =

(1− 2rθ)uµ
i + r

(
uµ+ 1

2
i−1 + uµ+ 1

2
i+1

)
1 + 2r(1− θ)

, (14)

and (in the general case),

uµ+1
i =

(1− riθ)u
µ
i + Ai

1 + ri(1− θ)
. (15)
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In this paper, we use only the combination already proven to be the best (S4 in [33]),
which means θ = 0 is used at the first, θ = 1 at the fifth, and θ = 1

2 in all other stages. The
upper index containing µ means that always the latest available values are used when the
new values of u are calculated, regardless of the size of the time step.

13. Finally, in the leapfrog-hopscotch (LH) method [34] we have a structure consisting of
two half and several full time steps. The calculation starts again by taking a half-sized
time step for the odd nodes using the initial values, then, for the even and odd nodes,
full-time steps are taken strictly alternately until the end of the last timestep (orange
box in Figure 4B), which should be halved for odd nodes to reach the same final
time point as the even nodes. In this paper, we used only the best already proven
combination of formulas (L2 in [34]), which means that θ = 0 and θ = 1

2 are applied
in Formulas (14) and (15) at the first and at all other time steps, respectively.

The CNe and the UPFD methods are first order while all other methods are second
order in time step size. All the methods used, except, of course, Heun’s method, are uncon-
ditionally stable for the linear heat conduction equation, i.e., the previously mentioned CFL
limit is not relevant for them. This, however, does not mean they are always accurate. Actu-
ally, the price of unconditional stability is conditional consistency, which means that spatial
mesh refinement with a constant time step size yields worsening accuracy (in contrast
to worsening stability properties as in mainstream methods), which is examined analyti-
cally and numerically in our previous papers [44] and [35], respectively. In Section 3.2 we
will show examples when the conditionally stable Heun’s method is significantly more
accurate for small time step sizes than our methods. We emphasize again that very few
explicit methods are unconditionally stable, e.g., no explicit Runge-Kutta method can be
A-stable [45] (p. 60).
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3. Results

We define the (global) error as the largest absolute difference between the reference
temperature uref

i and the temperature unum
i obtained by the studied numerical method at

tfin = 10,000(s), which is the end of the examined time interval:

MaxError = max
1≤i≤N

∣∣∣uref
i (tfin)− unum

i (tfin)
∣∣∣. (16)

The reference solution is either the analytical solution (6) of the PDE or a numerical
solution obtained by applying Heun’s method with an extremely small time step size
∆t = 0.002. We have chosen Heun’s method for reference because this is the most widely
tested algorithm among the examined methods.

If the grid is not uniform, it makes sense to calculate the so-called energy error:

Error(Energy) = ∑
1≤j≤N

Cj

∣∣∣uref
j (tfin)− unum

j (tfin)
∣∣∣, (17)

where C is the heat capacity defined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. This tells us how much energy
in the system is not in the proper cell.

For a given problem, spatial mesh, and method, the error is a function of the time step
size. We start with a very large time step size ∆t, calculate the error and then decrease
∆t by a factor of two until reaching small error values to comprehensively investigate the
behavior of the methods.

For the simulations where running times are measured, we used a desktop computer
with an Intel Core i7-11700 CPU and 64 GB RAM with the MATLAB R2020b software.

3.1. Verification Using the Analytical Solution

We simulated a one-layer brick wall (see Figure 1A). As it is written in point I above,
we applied sinusoidal initial temperature distribution (4) and zero Dirichlet boundary
condition (5) using the analytical solution (6) at tfin = 10,000(s). We made the simulations
in all the possible six cases, which are the following:

(a) Equidistant mesh.
(b) Abrupt change in the x-direction, equidistant mesh in the z-direction.
(c) Abrupt change in both x and z directions.
(d) Gradual changing in x-direction, equidistant mesh in z-direction.
(e) Gradual changing in both x and z directions.
(f) Abrupt change in x-direction, gradual changing in z-direction.

The obtained results are very similar for all the cases and the residual error (the error
for very small time step sizes due to space discretization) is below 10−4. This means
that the codes for equidistant and non-equidistant meshes are successfully verified. In
Figures 5 and 6, the errors as a function of the time step sizes are presented in log-log
diagrams for cases (a) and (f), respectively. One can see that the UPFD and the CNe
methods are first order while the others are second order in the time step size, as is
expected. Note that the hopscotch algorithms, especially the original OOEH, are more
accurate than the other algorithms. The Heun’s method is quite accurate once we are below
the CFL limit, but above this limit it produces no meaningful results. In Figures 7 and 8,
the errors as a function of the running times are presented for the same cases. To reduce
the effect of the fluctuations in running time measurements, we averaged out the running
times of five different runs. As we expected, the differences of the running times for a fixed
time step size are mostly caused by the different number of stages, e.g., the LNe3 method
consists of three stages and therefore its curve is shifted slightly to the right relative to all
other methods in Figures 7 and 8.
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3.2. Brick Wall with Insulation, Dirichlet Boundary Conditions

We applied the sinusoidal initial and Dirichlet boundary condition of the point I for
the multilayer wall with tfin = 10,000. As it was mentioned above, the reference solution was
provided by Heun’s method. The errors are plotted for equidistant and non-equidistant
mesh in Figures 9 and 10. We also plotted the final temperatures in the middle horizontal
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line of the wall for the reference solution and also for the LH method with quite a large time
step size in Figure 11. One can now visualize the effect of the insulator (slower decrease of
the temperature) and also see that the LH method is accurate for this large time step size.
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Figure 11. The temperature as a function of the cell index in the x direction at the middle row (z ≈ 0.5)
in the case of the reference solution (Ref) and the leapfrog-hopscotch (LH) method for ∆t = 400 in
the case of the one-layer wall and the insulated wall using an equidistant grid.

One can see that now there are no residual errors. The reason for this is that the
reference solution uses the same space discretization as the examined methods, thus this
error disappears when the difference of the solutions is calculated as in Equation (16).

We observed that if we apply the insulator or go from equidistant mesh to increasingly
non-equidistant meshes (both increase the stiffness), the OOEH method loses its advantage
and the LH method will be the most accurate among the unconditionally stable methods.
On the other hand, for very small time step sizes, Heun’s method is extremely accurate.
However, this extent of accuracy is redundant in building energetics and in most other
fields of engineering. Actually, this is one of the definitions of stiffness: “The step size is
dictated by the stability requirements rather than the accuracy requirements” [46]. We stress again
that this quoted sentence holds for the mainstream explicit methods, but it is not valid for
the unconditionally stable methods, as one can see in the figures.

3.3. Realistic Case with Nontrivial Boundary Conditions

In this subsection, the initial condition is a linear function of space, while the boundary
conditions are complicated as it is written in point II. The Neumann boundary conditions
for upper and lower boundaries are implemented by setting the appropriate resistances to
infinity, implying that the matrix elements describing heat transfer through the boundary
vanish. First, we perform the simulation for the one-layer wall for two different grids
(equidistant and gradual change in both directions), and only then for the insulated wall.

In Figure 12, we present the maximum errors for a one-layer wall with the equidistant
mesh, while the temperature distribution contour is shown in Figure 13. For the non-
equidistant mesh, the maximum errors and the energy-errors are presented in
Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The maximum and the energy error curves behave very
similarly, the most significant change is that now the SH method performs better in terms
of energy than the DF and the OOEH methods.
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equidistant mesh.

Let us now show the results for the multi-layer case. The maximum errors and the
final temperature contours are presented in Figures 16 and 17 in the case of the equidistant
mesh. For the non-equidistant mesh, the maximum and energy errors are shown in
Figures 18 and 19, while the right-side temperature profile at medium height can be seen
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in Figure 20. From the figures it is evident that the LH method can easily cope with this
complicated heat-conduction problem as well. One can also observe that the heat from
the outer side of the insulator penetrates more slowly into the wall in the case of the
insulated wall.
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the case of the one-layer wall and the insulated wall using an equidistant grid.

4. Discussion, Summary, and Future Plans

We numerically studied transient heat conduction in a two-dimensional wall with
and without insulation. For this purpose, we applied eight recently invented and four old
explicit and stable algorithms and the well-known Heun method.

For verification, an analytical solution of the heat equation was used with one equidis-
tant and five non-equidistant grids but in the case of homogeneous material properties
(one layer, brick only). Then, we examined the insulated wall using the same equidistant
and non-equidistant grids. The boundary condition depended on space on the brick side
of the wall and changes in time on the insulator side of the wall. All of the methods used
are confirmed to be convergent, but their performance is not the same and depends on
the circumstances.

The advantages and disadvantages of the methods are the following:

1. The CNe and the UPFD are first order, thus not very accurate, all other methods are
second order. Nevertheless, the RRK behaves as a first-order method for large and
medium time step sizes.

2. In the case of uniform (non-stiff) problems, the OOEH method is the most accurate
for large and medium time step sizes. However, if stiffness increases, it can produce
larger errors for large time step sizes. On the other hand, the LH always produces
acceptable errors, and, usually, it is the most accurate for stiff systems.

3. Heun’s method is only conditionally stable and was divergent for most of the time
step sizes used, while all other methods are unconditionally stable.

4. The CNe, the UPFD, the LNe2 and LNe3, and the CpC are positivity preserving for
arbitrary time step size, all others are not. However, it implies that for medium and
small time step sizes they are the least accurate.

5. The hopscotch methods (OOEH, ROEH, SH, and LH) need a special bipartite grid.
However, they do not require storing another copy of the array for the temperature,
even temporarily, so they have minimal memory requirements. Other methods require
the storage at least one extra array with the same number of elements as the array
variable for the temperature.
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6. The level of generalizability of the methods is different. For example, the RRK and
Heun’s methods are in principle completely general, so they can handle any modi-
fication of the original heat-equation. The UPFD and the pseudo-implicit methods
can handle convection and reaction terms quite well, while some other methods have
been adapted until now only to the cases of constant source terms and/or Fisher-type
reaction terms besides the diffusion term. We note that the LH method has been
successfully applied to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation [47] as well.

7. The CNe, UPFD, OOEH, ROEH, DF, SH, and LH methods require only one calculation
of the new temperature values of any cells in any given time step, so they are the
fastest. The LNe2, CpC, Heun, PI, and RRK methods require two calculations while
the LNe3 needs three calculations per cell per time step, thus it is roughly three times
slower than, for example, the CNe method.

8. DF is a two-step method; it needs to be started by another method.

To conclude, we can suggest using the OOEH or maybe the LH method in the case
of homogeneous material properties and an equidistant grid, while in other cases the LH
and maybe the SH and the DF algorithms can be proposed. All of them give quite accurate
results with orders of magnitude larger time step size, thus they are much faster than the
standard explicit methods stricken by instability. However, if unconditional positivity is
crucial, the LNe3 method should be used to simulate heat conduction.

In the immediate future, we are going to adapt the most successful methods (especially
the LH and the OOEH) to cases where there is heat transfer by convection and radiation
as well. We plan to compare the results and the running times of our methods and that
of appropriate commercial software, e.g., ANSYS Fluent. In the next step, we would like
to examine nonlinear heat conduction, i.e., when the coefficients themselves depend on
the temperature, and validate the results via real physical experiments. Then, we will
be ready to apply the methods to real-life engineering problems, most importantly smart
walls envelope, the use of phase change material (PCM), or study thermal bridges in
buildings to increase energy efficiency. We will also work on the parallelization of the new
algorithms, which we think can be done fairly straightforwardly due to the explicit nature
of the algorithms.
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